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Solutions and Incentives for
Manufacturers

Energy Efficiency Incentives for Manufacturers
PECO offers financial incentives to manufacturers who improve the energy efficiency of their facilities
and productivity of their businesses. Energy efficiency solutions available for industrial customers include
incentives for upgrading motors, variable-frequency drives, compressed air systems, lighting, chillers and
much more.
According to the National Association of Manufacturers,
the manufacturing industry has the most to gain from
improvements in energy efficiency. The manufacturing
sector accounts for one-third of primary energy consumed
in the United States, driven by the cost of making products,
maintaining office operations and transporting materials
and goods.
The U.S. Department of Energy estimates small- and
medium-sized manufacturers can achieve energy savings
of 10% to 20% from upgrades to motors and pumps,
compressed air, steam generation and process heating.
By investing in high-efficiency equipment, manufacturers
can lower operating costs, reduce maintenance expenses
and often boost productivity.
Manufacturers who use their own maintenance staff to
replace lighting equipment are encouraged to contact a
distributor who offers PECO Instant Lighting Discounts on
energy efficient interior and exterior lighting. Save instantly
at checkout on approved products.
PECO provides incentives for customers who upgrade to
high-efficiency variable-frequency drives (VFDs); heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) units; interior and
exterior lighting; and lighting control systems, among other
measures.

Additional equipment and process improvements also
qualify for incentives. Manufacturers are encouraged to
contact a PECO representative to determine their eligibility
for custom incentives.
Custom incentives are available at $0.10 per estimated
kilowatt-hour (kWh) saved in the first year the energy
efficiency measure is in place. Incentives are offered
through May 31, 2026, or while funds last. Businesses
applying for custom incentives must provide a
pre-application, complete with existing energy usage.

►	PECO offers assistance in developing measurement and verification plans. Contact a PECO representative to find ways to
save energy and money. Email PECOWaysToSave@dnv.com or call 1-844-4BIZ-SAVE (1-844-424-9728).
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